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Brief Introduction
Nine years after Bitcoin came into the world in 2009, more than 1,000 cryptocurrencies have emerged
in the world now, and countless exchanges have also released. We are not currently creating exchanges
similar to other exchanges. We started the Ruby Exchange Project, where people can buy and sell funds,
information, and technology as well as cryptocurrency through the Ruby Exchange.
The Ruby Exchange is the platform with transparency, expandable and unbreakable functions.
Moreover, Ruby will create the ecosystem of its own.
This paper explains the Ruby exchange’s fundamental features and merits
and summarizes the visions of Ruby exchange. It describes what the Ruby exchange platform is and
how it delivers value to its customers.
It then outlines plans for introducing critical new additions to the service with crowdsale allocated funds.
Please kindly be informed that more detailed information will be available on Wiki.
Thank you for joining us on this journey.
Please understand that we can not disclose all the information on this light paper,
to keep highly confidential information about developing the platform.
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Ruby-x Introduction

What does Ruby mean?
A ruby is the second most solid gem after a diamond(The fiery and captivating Ruby is a stone of passion.).
A ruby has also been considered the stone of passion, encouraging passion for life. It is thought that rubies
improve motivation and the setting of goals.
The uplifting and vital nature of Ruby is an encouragement to live fully and embracethe joy of life that
is missing in many people's lives.

What is Ruby-x
There are tons of Cryptocurrency Exchanges in the world, but those exchanges are staying still,
with no expansions and developments.
Ruby-x is not only a cryptocurrency exchange, but also an exchange for funds, technology and more.

Exchange your Passion, Ruby Exchange
Investors and traders would gain and trade their passion with Ruby-x,
which promises that embracing the joy of life that is missing in many people's lives and other exchanges.
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What are Ruby-x’s values

Ruby-x can be described as
Transparent
Extensible
Unbreakable

Transparent

“Ruby is the most transparent gemstone in the world, so is Ruby-x”

Transparent disclosure of
fee and transaction history.
Every user could see the real time all
transaction histories of Ruby-x

The top 5,000 RBY holders
will be shared with the profits of Ruby-x.
The top holders will receive the share of
40% of profits or 10% of revenue, every
quarter of each year.

The profits will be held for
users and future.
5% of profits will be reserved for risk
managements or Margin Trading Platform development.

Example

Total profits

US$10,000,000

Save for
Ruby exchange.

US$6,000,000

Share to RBY holders

US$4,000,000

Top 5,000 RBY holders
US$3,500,000 (87.5%)
for 10 years

Extensible

“Share your passion, and Ruby-x will share endless potential back”

Cryptocurrency and fund
exchange platform.

Private Fund management
Platform.

Various key currencies (BTC,
ETH, USDT, RBY)

Not onl y Cryptocurrencies but also
Funds can be exchanged on Ruby-x with
PAMM and you could easily exchange
cryptos to funds and the other way
around with USDT.

Experts of trading Crypto and Fund
could disclose their trade histories on
Ruby’s Advanced API and Trading platform, then other users could join those
experts!

On Ruby-x, the based key currencies are
not only one or two, but multi key currencies enable your trading extensively.

Multi platform support

Mobile APP & Widget support

Cryptocurrency to cash,
converting platform

Ruby-x platform adequately supports
on WEB (IE, Chrome, FireFox, Edge,
Safari, Etc..), Android, iOS, Windows and
Mac.

The most advanced mobile trading platform Ruby-x Mobile app, users can experience the hassle free environment.

On Ruby-x, cryptocurrencies can be
converted to fiat money, and with the
mobile app or Mastercard, anywhere
you go you could pay with cryptocurrencies!

ICO Platform Private fund
platform.

Information and technology
can be traded and exchanged

Startups could proceed and launch their
ICOs or IPOs on Ruby -x

New technology of blockchain could be
sold and purchased on our platform.

Deep learning AI trading
platform.
The platform will empower the block
producers’ computation, and learning
processes will be contained in Ruby
blocks. In order to maintain the platform, Ruby will team up with Multiple
Universities.

Unbreakable

“Your passion will stay firm with Ruby-x”

Use of Cold Wallet (adjustable ratio) Partnered with
BitGo and Coldlar.
User can set up the fund ratio (the minimum of 70% to 100%) to hold in a cold
wallet. longer you hold, the more interest will be given within the ruby vaults
system.

The Most secured server by
AWS support
Amazon Web Services (AWS) will ensure
Ruby-x’s elastic capacity of traffic with
the unbreakable server.

Strong Core team
Ruby-x’s dream team has gained experiences from Samsung, LG, Hitachi, CA,
Hyundai, CG, Paysafe and many banks
and e-wallet service companies.
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Ruby Token(RBY)

“Passion into the holder’s life”
Why RBY is needed?
For the Ruby’s ecosystem
Ruby is the biggest exchange project, Ruby is aiming to build its own main net of
POC(proof of contribution). The token of Ruby-x, RBY, is currently on ERC20, but after the main net
launch in 2021, RBY will be used as RUBY main net’s currency to constitute the decentralized ecosystem.

For the key currency of Ruby
RBY is one of the key currencies on Ruby-x.
On Ruby-x, RBY, BTC, ETH, USDT will be the key currencies.
Furthermore, Ruby token(RBY) can be traded with other key currencies(ETH and BTC)
in Coin-to-Coin Exchange markets.

To pay fees on Ruby-x
Users can pay fees on Ruby-x, by RBY and will get a discount of fee as below.
For more information about fees, please refer to WIKI.
Fee paid in RUBY Discount Schedule

Year

1st year

2nd year

3rd year

4th year

4th years+

Discount Rate

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

Benefits of Ruby Token

“Limited and invaluable gem, Ruby token”
High Value

RBY will be paid
as fees on Ruby-x.

The key currency
of Ruby-x is RBY.

Easily exchangeable

All fees on Ruby-x will be
paid in RBY

Eventually USDT, ETH, BTC
will be replaced by RBY

Once the service is released, RBY can be exchanged with any other
listed cryptocurrencies.

The top 5000 RBY
holders will be
shared the profits
of Ruby-x
The top holders will receive
40% of profits or 10% of
revenue, every quarter of
each year.

Limited Availability

$0.5
USD

The price of 1 RBY will be
US$0.5 when the official Exchange is open

The token price on the sale
will be getting expensive
over time.

The RBY sales will be the first and last
sale.

On the token sale page ruby-x.io / token
you could see the details.

Only 10% of Total Supply is
open for the public
200 million Ruby token out of 20 Billion
will be on sale . no softcap

Token information ERC-20
Sorting

infomation

Token name

Ruby

Token simbol

RBY

Token decimal
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Token protocol

ERC-20

Total supply

20,000,000,000 RBY

Total liquidity

12,000,000,000 RBY

Crowd sale

200,000,000 RBY

Contract address

0xf7705dee19a63e0bc1a240f723c5c0f570c78572
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Token sale

Crowdsale Datails and time
Date : 10th of August(00:00) to 17th of September(23:59)
Price : Starting with 0.22USD to 0.44 USD
Date

Price

10 Aug ~ 24 Aug

$0.22

25 Aug ~ 31 Aug

$0.24

1 Sep ~ 7 Sep

$0.22

8 Sep ~ 14 Sep

$0.24

15 Sep ~ 17 Sep

$0.22
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Token Allocation And Use Of Fund
Token Distribution

Fund Distribution

30% Exchange Liquidity
26% Private Sale
20% Frozen Tokens
10% Public Slae
9% Reserved
5% Marketing

40% Development
20% Partners
20% Exchange Liquidity
10% Reserved
10% Marketing

Token Distribution
Distribution

Amount

Terms

Marketing

5%

-

Public Sale

10%

-

Reserved

9%

6mo

Frozen Tokens

20%

2yr

Private Sale

26%

2yr

Exchange Liquidity

30%

-

Funds raised during the Ruby-x’s Public sale will be used for the development of a Decentralized Mainnet
Development and AI trading platform, making Ruby’s open-source, and technologies for Blockchain
development.
Moreover, to ensure market success & high token demand, the public sale will fund the execution of its
go-to-market strategy. Lastly, to secure and further develop Ruby-x, we will partner, be legally advised with
other blockchain and crypto companies.
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Roadmap

MAR

Market reasearch

May

Preparaion and
development starts

JUN

Private Sale

3 AUG

Alpha Test

9 AUG

The White list Closing

2018

10 AUG - Beta Service Open

- Token Public Sale
(Limited)

17 AUG Trading contest starts
14 SEP

- Trading contest ends
- Beta Service Ends

17 SEP

Token Sale ends

18 SEP

Official Service Open

NOV

- Advanced Mobile
Trading Platform
- Mobile APP & Widget support
- Mastercard and NFC service

2019

1Q Testnet Launching

2020

JAN First Share division
FEB

ICO Platform

1Q

Ruby I Information Center
Development

2Q

AI platform

3Q

Ruby Mainnet Development

3Q Mainnet launching
4Q Ruby World Forum

2021
Deep learning
AI trading platform

2022

Ruby II Advanced ver.
Information Center Development
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The Partners
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Legal Disclaimer
Please, carefully read the information contained in this lightpaper. If you have any doubts as to what actions you should take, we
recommend consulting your financial, legal, tax or other professional advisor(s).
This lightpaper is intended for informational purposes only and does not imply any elements of a contractual or legally binding relationship. The primary purpose of the lightpaper is to present our company’s project and to provide important information to potential holders of RBY tokens to facilitate the decision-making process regarding further association with Ruby-x and the RBY
tokens offering with the aim of their possible acquisition. Despite the efforts we make to ensure accuracy and relevance of the information provided in this document, this information is not professional advice and cannot be interpreted as providing such
advice. We do not guarantee, and do not accept any kind of legal responsibility arising from, or related to the accuracy, reliability,
relevance or completeness of any information contained in this document. Potential holders of RBY tokens shall contact independent professional advisers before relying on the information provided therein, to make any deals, enter into obligations or conduct
transactions based on the information contained in this Whitepaper, since all information is published for informational purposes
only.
A RBY token is not a security, digital currency, commodity or other financial instrument incorporated within any jurisdiction, including a jurisdiction where potential token holders reside. This document is not a prospectus or a quotation, it does not serve as a
securities offer or a request for investments in the form of securities within any jurisdiction. We do not provide any opinion or
advice regarding the acquisition, sale or other transactions with RBY tokens, and the fact that we are providing this lightpaper
shall not be used as the basis or shall not be relied upon in matters related to entering into agreements or making investment decisions. The lightpaper does not oblige anyone to enter into any contracts, take legal obligations in regard to the sale or purchase of
RBY tokens, nor accept any cryptocurrency or any other form of payment.
You are not entitled and shall not buy RBY tokens if you are a citizen or resident (whether for tax or any other purposes) of any
country or territory where operations with digital tokens and/or digital currencies are prohibited or somehow restricted by the applicable legislation. A “person” is typically defined as an individual who has residence in the states/territories concerned, or as a legal
entity organized or incorporated according to the law of these states/territories. Token holders are not allowed to offer tokens for
sale or distribute tokens as well as resell, transfer or convey them in any way to the abovementioned persons. The text of this
Whitepaper in the English language takes precedence as the main official source of information about Ruby-x services and RBY
tokens. Translation of the lightpaper into other languages is provided for informational purposes only.

Contact Us

Ruby exchange official website : https://ruby-x.io
Ruby token sale webpage : https://token.ruby-x.io
Official support email for Token sale : info@ruby-x.io

